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2Presentation Objectives
To provide background on the use of
FGDC-style metadata for Clearinghouse
Development
To provide managers and users with
guidance on the use of the
Clearinghouse to find spatial data
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5Clearinghouse Focus
6Who defines a node?
An NSDI Clearinghouse Node includes a
public Z39.50 protocol server supporting the
FGDC metadata (Geo profile)
A Node can include a Web server to provide
forms and organizational reference
Servers may be established institutionally or
geographically to optimize sharing of common
computer resources
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9Why Use Clearinghouse?
Minimize duplication of effort in spatial
data collection and processing
Provide means to discover data
collection requirements, inventory, and
quality
Support documentation of basic spatial
data sets for advised re-use within
internal and external applications
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Why not just use Web indexes?
On-line indexes support only full-text
literal search with limited support for
concept search
Indices do not support fields or other data
types (date, coordinate, other numeric)
Place names promote ambiguous
geographic search and retrieval
Server data increasingly in databases
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Clearinghouse Architecture
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Why FGDC Compliant Metadata?
To help organize internal investment in
spatial data
To provide inventory and quality
information to catalogs and brokers
To provide information for processing
and interpretation of data received in
transfer (to accompany a data transfer)
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FGDC Compliant Metadata
Defined by Executive Order 12906 in April
1994 as formal format for federal use
To be applied to all new data sets, effective
January 1995: all legacy data on a schedule
To be used as vocabulary for search engines
within the National Geospatial Data
Clearinghouse
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FGDC Metadata Organization
300 data elements
199 valued data elements (101 compound)
10 sections for navigation and organization
Metadata
1 7
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Metadata Structure
Optionality of each element is defined using
parentheses
– (element X)
Repeatability is denoted using numeric
notation 1
– {elementX}n indicates 1:n
Choices expressed with vertical bar
– {Indirect_Spatial_Reference | Direct_Spatial_Reference}
See Metadata Workbook
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FGDC “compliance”
Data content standard does not specify
formats, but…
Support for query and presentation of full
FGDC metadata structure and elements
denotes compliance
Metadata entries can be validated using
syntax-checking software metaparser (mp)
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Metadata Format Issues
Clearinghouse requires standardized
metadata fields for query, exchange, and
presentation
Most basic exchange format is “Tag:
Value” syntax with indentation to mark
subsections
Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML) and now XML are being used to
enforce structure and help in presentation
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SGML and XML
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is
being promoted by W3C, Netscape and
Microsoft
Specification for using structured DATA
documents on Internet
Includes structure, content and display
elements
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XML/SGML Concepts
Structure: a rule-sheet for document
content enforcement (DTD)
Content: documents, tagged like HTML
hold the information content
Parsing: with structure and content
elements can be searched, used, and
processed
Presentation: with style sheet(s) documents
can be rendered in specific ways
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Clearinghouse Implementation Choices
DATABASE
Dynamic metadata
Lots of common
metadata values
A software system
already exists
Local expertise in
RDBMS
INDEXED DOCUMENTS
Static metadata
Mostly unique metadata
values
No software system
installed yet for metadata
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Implementation Matters
If your metadata are part of a bigger
database, metadata entry via RDBMS forms
If your metadata are being entered from
scratch, a standalone system may be useful
If your metadata are partially derived from
GIS software, an integrated metadata
system is probably best
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RDBMS Solutions
USFS has created a Metadata Technical
Vehicle (MTV) software suite for use with
Oracle, software is free and comprehensive
Enabletech sells SMMS as Access tool
– http://www.enabletech.com/smmspage/main.asp
MetaMaker (USGS) is an Access tool
Compusult has Z39.50-to-Oracle gateway
product to build full FGDC on-the-fly
– http://www.compusult.nf.ca/html/products.html
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Indexed Document Solutions
Isite is the free, reference implementation
for indexing structured documents in
XML and includes a Z39.50 server
Blue Angle Technologies has a range of
solutions for metadata collection and
Z39.50 service (MetaStar) based on
AltaVista and Fulcrum search engines
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Regardless of the approach
taken…the search of individual
Clearinghouse Nodes
looks and feels the same.
This level of abstraction permits
local selection of software solutions
to  appropriately meet local needs.
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Metadata Exchange
It is desirable for metadata/data systems to be
able to use, enhance and report metadata
developed elsewhere.
Most systems can export metadata in XML
(preferred) or as structured text
To use and modify metadata as data change,
the ability to import it is desirable
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Systems to Choose From
July 1997 survey of existing metadata entry
systems revealed 18 software packages or add-
ons available to prepare FGDC metadata.
These included:
Linked to database (access)
Linked to GIS (ARC/INFO)
Web-based applications
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Publication of PC-Stored Metadata
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Server-side GIS metadata
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Validation of Staged Metadata
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Create SGML and HTML Formats
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Activate Z39.50 Server Process
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Register Server With FGDC Registry
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User Searches Clearinghouse Gateway
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Web Server can also Provide a Browse List
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User Interfaces for Clearinghouse
Search through a Gateway is done via
downloaded search forms
– HTML-based query forms
• Configurable (different widgets for use)
• Simple client expectations
– Java-based query forms
• Sophisticated search interface
• Multiple “tables” to assist in search
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Query Components
Spatial Search
Temporal Search
Field or Full-text Search
Server Selection
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Spatial Search
Selection from a list of place names for
which coordinates have been derived
Entering coordinates to search directly
Entering coordinates from a map
All these do search based on a lat-long
rectangle, someday will use polygons
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Temporal Search
Search for data content timeframe
Single date (before, equal, after)
Range of dates (within range)
Time period search uses YYYYMMDD
to characterize the content or reference
date
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Field and Full-text Search
Spatial metadata may be searched based
on contents of individual fields or full-
text word search
Fields may be numeric, text or picklist
Full text supports wildcard search (e.g.
geo*)
Fields may be ANDed or ORed together
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Server Selection
User may scroll the list of servers and
select one or many (currently over 90)
User may select to search ALL servers
Near-future server selection can be
assisted by ‘footprint of service’ to limit
search to most relevant servers
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On to Demonstrations
http://clearinghouse1.fgdc.gov
